
New administrative tool improves 

driver performance and reduces 

litigation exposure!

 Complete system as low as $995!

Removable CF memory card records 

up to 16 hours of vehicle travel activity!

Pro grade camera system & DVR!

 Optional 2nd camera and GPS 

available at slight additional cost!

 Accelerometer optionally available

 View & store data on Windows PC!

 No monthly or annual fees!

 2 year factory warranty!

Our new RoadVu II system is designed 

for litigation avoidance and improved 

administrative control!

RoadVu II monitors and records, 

speed, stops, location, as well as 

On/Off condition of head lights. 

emergency lights, overhead lights, and 

brake lights with time and date stamps 

of all events.  It’s all done with a small 

windshield mounted camera and a 

vehicle recorder that is no larger than 

an ordinary 2-way radio.

The standard system, is just $995 

including a micro-sized camera that  

mounts behind the vehicle mirror and 

professional grade DVR.  

You can add a second camera and 

monitor for driver compartment viewing 

for an additional $300.  GPS with 

street location information adds $200.

RoadVu II is easy to self install, or we 

can optionally provide on-site 

installation anywhere in the USA

The RoadVu II system records every 

trip on a continuous loop Compact 

Flash(CF) card with up to 16 hours of 

recording /playback capability.

Demonstration On Request
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RoadVu II
Vehicle Surveillance System

from Falcon Direct

Call 800-489-2611



An introduction to the RoadVu II system

Falcon Direct is a leading supplier of vehicle camera systems (See our web page at
www.vehiclecameras.us). Our primary focus has traditionally been on serving the
needs of law enforcement users with the main objective of protecting officers from
frivolous charges, staying out of court, winning if court action was necessary, and
providing an additional administrative tool to maximize personnel resources.

Over time, we found that we had overlooked the high cost of insurance associated with
first responder vehicles. We learned that the high premiums had forced many
government agencies to absorb extremely high deductibles which could cost thousands
of dollars per year.

Since most accidents are attributable to driver error, it is vital that any system fleet
administrator KNOW exactly what happened when an accident occurs and to have the
ability to monitor driver performance as necessary.

While our traditional law enforcement camera systems could be used for monitoring
Administrative, EMS, Fire, and Utility vehicles; the cost was deemed to be prohibitive.
What was needed was an AFFORDABLE vehicle camera system with the quality and
performance of our law enforcement systems. We achieved that objective with the
development of our new RoadVu system.

The basic RoadVu II system records up to sixteen hours of travel activity on a standard
Compact Flash memory card that can be securely locked in a mobile DVR designed for
rough use. ALL vehicle activity can be monitored including turning on/off of headlights,
overhead lights, and emergency lights as well as brake lights.

The forward facing camera records all activity in front of the vehicle with a wide angle
high definition view using a low light level color camera. A similar camera is optionally
available for use in the drive compartment.

The CF memory disk can be removed and viewed on any standard PC with a CF card
reader or with a low cost USB connected reader. Travel data can be reviewed by time
and date, even stored to the PC hard drive or CD’s as desired. That’s a LOT of
capability for just $995!

You can upgrade to a two channel DVR and a second camera for viewing the driver for
just $300 more. If you wish, you can add GPS tracking that will give you moving speed
reports and street address information for an additional $200. Best of all, there are no
monthly service fees or annual licensing charges. Most users can install the RoadVu
themselves or we can provide information if desired with a $250 trip charge to any
location in the Southeast plus $150 per vehicle for installation.

We offer an optional Accelerometer for just $200, but since RoadVu II is capable of
continuous travel recording, this option is generally not required for most users.

Does RoadVu II pay for itself? Let’s assume you purchase ten thousand dollars worth
of equipment which would equate to about seven units including installation. We can
set this up on a five year annualized payment plan or monthly payments of just $208 per
month. For less than $2,500 per year, you have the potential of monitoring driver
performance on seven vehicles plus possibly reducing insurance payments that could
easily exceed your small investment by a factor of ten times or more! That’s why we
can say that RoadVu II doesn’t cost – IT PAYS!


